THE TELEPHONE BOX
This information centre, commemoration of the Queen’s 70th Jubilee, seed
swap, and book store, to mention just some of its uses present and future,
used to be a phone box. Who knew?
Before lockdown the Parish Council made the decision to buy the box for £1.
After the necessary electrical upgrade work, the rotten door surround was
replaced and then the whole box was painted by our local expert, pictured
here.

The whole was a lovely process of collaboration, common sense and
generosity.

1. Grindleford Bridge & Toll Bar Cottage
This was an important crossing point with the present bridge being
constructed in 1758, replacing earlier structures. In 1577 it is
documented that a bridge was built and there is a reference to
“Gryndelford Bridge” in the 1300s. Prior to that there was a ford that may
have given the village its name - “the ford where grindstones crossed the
river”
The most infamous incident to involve the bridge was in the 17th century
when notorious highwayman “Swift Nick” Nevison exchanged shots with
the bridge night watchman whilst trying to ford the river without being
seen.
Looking into the river from the bridge you can see that underneath the
arches there is evidence of the bridge being widened. Between1758
and 1759 there was rapid growth of the turnpike road system in the Peak
District. The Turnpike Road from Buxton to Sheffield came down through
Longshaw (its route can still be seen) and down through Padley Gorge,
crossing the river and then up and over Sir William Hill.
Located alongside the Bridge is Toll Bar Cottage which marked the end
of the Newhaven to Grindleford Turnpike, established by a Turnpike Act
of 1758. The building dates back to the 17th century and has a
distinctive two storey bay front, to give the pikeman a clear view of the
road and to display the tollboard. The tolls were charged to cover the
maintenance and improvements of the roads and for a Coach was 1
Shilling, 1 Penny for a Horse or Mule and 10 pence per score of sheep.
The Toll House fell into disrepair when the turnpike closed in 1884, but it
was renovated in the 1930s and remains a private house.

2. St Helen’s Church
In 1894 the Totley Railway Tunnel was opened, and the expectation was
for a huge surge in the population of Grindleford. Work began on the
new church in the village just after the turn of the century, and the Gothic
chancel, Lady Chapel and choir robing vestry were built in 1909/10.
Plans were ambitious, as this photograph shows. There was to be a
huge tower which would dominate the landscape, as well as a
continuation of the nave in the Gothic style.

heard across the whole village. During Covid it was rung for the NHS.
Each year Christmas fairy lights are strung between the trees to create a
magical atmosphere, and in 2022 a small orchard is being planted as
part of the Queen’s Green Canopy. A very mighty cedar which had to be
felled is now a seat and play area.
It was Mr EAJ Maynard who donated the one and
a half acre site on which the church is built.

3. GRINDLEFORD
COMMUNITY SHOP

Before

After

When the longstanding Country Choice closed its doors in 2010, a group
of residents got together to set up this Community Shop, which opened
in June 2014 in the choir robing vestry of the church. Eight years and
counting.
The shop is run almost entirely by volunteers. Local bakers keep it well
supplied with now legendary cakes, and visitors come from as far away
as Sheffield and Australia to enjoy a cup of tea and the view. One visitor
was walking from Scotland to Rome to pick up his bike. Later he told us
Grindleford had been one of his favourite stops on the whole journey.
The shop featured in the BBC series ‘Back in Time for the Corner Shop’.
Occasionally a old gentleman will come into the shop, look around and
say ‘I remember this from when I used the sing in the choir fifty years
ago’.
Every year the Grindleford Goat cyclosportive attracts cyclists from all
over the country to raise funds for our community venture.

4. Nether Padley Farm and Padley Mews

Nether Padley Farm was originally an eighteenth century coaching
inn,where farmer John Crossland held the licence from 1857, before the
Maynard Arms took it over in 1908.
The cottages on the right are one of Grindleford’s lost buildings, possibly
another casualty of the road widening.
The Coaching Inn was situated on the Sheffield to Buxton Turnpike and
the mews housed spare horses that were put on to assist the coaches in
the steep uphill pull to Fox House or alternatively to get them up Sir
William Hill.

5.The Maynard Arms

The Maynard Arms was built in 1908 in the fine Edwardian style. The
hotel has its name from the Maynard family, whose ancestry goes back
to the Battle of Agincourt in 1415. The original licence was held at
Nether Padley Farm from 1857 by farmer John Crossland, then a full
licence was granted to Helen Elliott in April 1901.
The Maynard also became famous for hosting many international touring
cricket teams who played matches at Bramall Lane in Sheffield and
Queen’s Park at Chesterfield. In 1938 the Australians under Don
Bradman visited. Photos and memorabilia of that visit are in display in
the hotel. A muchloved story, possibly misheard, that the Australians
played the Grindleford side did not in fact happen. Shame!
Many other famous celebrities have also stayed there, including Dame
Shirley Bassey and Sir Paul McCartney.
There have been many memorable evenings, and there are still some
who remember the mums’ Abba Night sometime in the early 2000s.
Survivors need no better reason to live in our village.

6. The Spring

The Grindleford Cafe is where Grindleford Spring Water is now bottled.
Originally the spring supplied local cottages until the arrival of mains
water in the early 20th Century when the spring lapsed into obscurity
and abandoned.
It was rediscovered in 1983 when bottling began and the growth in
demand for bottled water began to grow. The water is available in bottles
and is supplied to almost two dozen local businesses.
The Spring was renovated in the 2000s, but sadly it wasn’t possible to
maintain it, so it became overgrown once again. At that time there was a
suggestion to instigate a well-dressing, but this didn’t meet with popular
approval.

7. Grindleford Station Café

The main station building was built in 1898 and still retains many of the
original features from its time as the ticket office, including the original
ticket barrier, original gas lights and benches. The Stationmaster and
porters are gone and have been replaced by a ticket machine.
In 1973, Philip and Margaret Eastwood took over the station house and
turned it into a working café. Phil started from humble beginnings. He
saw Grindleford Cafe advertised for sale, and agreed to purchase it, the
only problem being that he could not afford it. Philip worked at the café
with the long serving incumbent, Frank, and gradually paid off the
balance. Phil’s first week’s takings were £3. A man of many firm views,
likes and dislikes, Phil either said what he thought and/or put notices up
accordingly. Badly behaved children, social workers, politicians,
mushrooms, Inland Revenue, Environmental Health, British Rail,
Women’s Libbers (sic) and Derbyshire County Council, all received the
benefit of Phil’s wisdom.
The café has stayed in the Eastwood family for over 40 years and is now
run by his son also called Phillip.

8.Totley Tunnel

now

Work began upon the construction of Totley Tunnel in 1888 with
tunnelling from both ends. It is 5.7 kilometres long and passes under
Totley Moor. At the time it was the longest wholly underground tunnel in
the country (apart from the Tube lines) and is lined with more than 30
million bricks. The tracks were completed and goods trains began using
it from 6 November 1893, with the first passenger service in May 1894.
In 2019 FoGS celebrated 125 years of passenger services on the line.
A large natural cave was discovered and incorporated into the tunnel.
The builders experienced problems with repeated flooding and
innovative boring machines and explosives, and the death toll in the
tunnel was high. Workers suffered in the damp conditions from typhoid,
diphtheria, smallpox and scarlet fever. The platelayer Thomas Chapman
was hit by an express train; he had only been married for seven months.
Frederick Spafford died four months before the tunnel broke through,
when a wooden beam ‘struck him on the back of the head, jamming the
poor fellow against a heavy crossbeam, where he hung suspended by
his head until liberated. He was removed to the surface but expired in a
very short time’. George Hubbard was a charge setter. The shaft was
150 ft deep which gave the men four minutes to be drawn up to the
surface. A cartridge got stuck and when, ‘as was the usual practice, it
was pressed with a stick’, there was an explosion. Medical attention was
summoned but George died about an hour later. His friend a yard and a
half away from him escaped with minor cuts and bruises.

9. Grindleford Station

The railway station was opened in 1894, located yards after emerging
blinking into the sunlight from the Totley Tunnel. The railway served to
open up the area for day trippers and also as a junction for the transport
of stone from local quarries. The Maynard Arms grew with the arrival of
the railway. which was also used to access the Duke of Rutland’s
shooting estate at Longshaw.
Between 1901 and 1914 a specially constructed section of railway line
took stone from Bole Hill quarry (above Upper Padley) to be used in the
construction of the Derwent and Howden Dams. (The incline used to get
the stone down to the track is still clearly visible beyond Padley Chapel).
In October 1969 Queen Elizabeth used Grindleford Station on the way to
see her daughter competing at Chatsworth Horse Trials. The road was
given a proper tarmac surface because of the Queen’s visit.
The line and station almost closed as a result of the Beeching Report in
1963, this recommended that all traffic should be transferred to the
Woodhead line. On appeal British Rail was required to keep the Hope
Valley line open to passenger traffic and the Woodhead line was closed.
Friends of Grindleford Station (FoGS) was formed in March 2017 with
the intention of bringing new life to the station. It has transformed the
appearance of the station by creating flower beds, information boards
and keeping it tidy. FoGS meets on a regular basis at the station and
new volunteers are welcome.
Look out for the comprehensive information panel in the nearby
Conservation Garden, visible from the track. (Rather overgrown).

10. Padley Chapel

The 15th Century gatehouse and Chapel stand alongside the ruins of the
14th Century Manor House. The Chapel is best known for its association
with a pair of Catholic priests captured here in 1588 and later executed
for high treason and known as “The Padley Martyrs”. During the 1580s it
was a High Treason for an ordained priest to be in England, and anyone
caught harbouring such a priest might be put to death. It was in this
climate of fear and suspicion that the events at Padley Manor unfolded.
On the night of the 12 July 1588, exactly one week before the sighting of
the Spanish Armada, Robert Ludlam and Nicholas Garlick were arrested
at Padley Manor, where they were visiting the owner. The pair were
taken to Derby Gaol and charged with having entered England as
Catholic priests.
The two men were sentenced to treason on 23 July and hung, drawn
and quartered the following day on St Mary's Bridge in Derby. A
long-standing tradition suggests that Garlick's head was buried in the
churchyard at Tideswell. In 1987 Garlick and Ludlam were beatified
by the Catholic church. John Fitzherbert,, the owner of Padley Hall,
was sent to prison (where he died), and the property was confiscated.
The Padley family must have had warning of the authorities’ approach,
for they buried the altar stone in the garden. It was uncovered in 1934
and reinstated in what would have been the family chapel.
Padley Hall was an Elizabethan house which was demolished in 1650,
but there is a model of it on display, made by students of Peter Blundell
Jones, who designed the bridge at Padley Mill. The Chapel was the
original gatehouse to the Manor, whose origins dated back to the 14th
Century. It passed into the hands of the Eyre Family who were
prominent in the area for over 800 years. Reputedly Robert Eyre lead
the men of the Hope Valley to fight at the battle of Agincourt.

11. The Signal Box

The Grindleford Signal Box is located just beyond the station on the
Sheffield to Manchester line and was built in 1938. The signalling
equipment dates from that period.
The railway itself was the Midland Railway’s Dore and Chinley line and it
served to open up the previously isolated Hope Valley to day trippers
and commuters.
The Box controls the trains travelling in both directions from Totley
Tunnel East to the cement work sidings at Hope in the west. Alongside
the box is a single refuge line for use in case of emergency.

In 2023 electronic signals will make the signal box redundant. We hope
a use can be found for it somewhere in the village. In any event, it will
move from its current location.

A. Jubilee Gardens
What better way to start the southern route than here at Jubilee
Gardens. The Jubilee in question was the 1977 Silver Jubilee.
The history isn’t a hundred percent clear but there is a common
perception that the Jubilee Gardens were built on common land.
More likely, it was part of land which used to be part of the Old Post
Office but was passed to the Grindleford Playing Fields Association
who adopted it. The area it occupies was in part the old sheepwash,
where farmers would come to dip their sheep in the river.
The river floods regularly take away the fencing, which has to be
replaced, but the lavender bushes and roses seem to endure all.
Last year in 2021, perhaps as a reaction to the period of lockdown, a
group effort yielded a Christmas tree, some fixings to put it upright,
some lights, a star, and some carol singers. It was lovely to use the
Gardens for such a happy village event which is planned to become
annual.

B The Old Post Office

The Post Office used to be by the village green (now the war memorial)
and run by the Kenyon family, who also ran one of the early schools in
the village. Miss Kenyon was the last postmistress, and waited on the
main road at 6 in the morning and again in the evening, to collect
outgoing post. She retired or was retired, having reached a venerable
age, at which point the Post Office moved down towards the river. John
Morton was the postmaster in the village for over thirty years, retiring in
about 2010.
The Old Post Office we see today was for many years both the front of
shop and backroom operation; the big shed in the garden was a purpose
built sorting office and the Post Office itself was in the downstairs right
hand front room. Its conversion to a house was the end of an era for the
village. The sorting office is now at Calver Spar, and we have had a few
postmen in the interim including Trevor, John and Pete; Jareg, who is
very much one of our own, is now the postman for the whole village.

This century….

1930s

C Bell Inn Cottage

Before that it was Lane Ends Cottage! See panel D next on your route.
Here they both are together, showing clearly why some of the cottage
was demolished to widen the road.

Grindleford Model Laundry
(not part of the Treasure Hunt)

The Grindleford Model Laundry was opened on the site of the former Tannery
in 1913. It served the great houses such as Chatsworth and Haddon and
remained in use until about a decade ago when it closed. Goatscliff Cottages
were originally known as” Tanyard Cottages” having been built on the old
tanyard.
In 1857, William Smith, tanner and carrier of Goatscliff, operated the tannery.
Tanning ceased in 1913. All leather products, especially shoes and saddlery
depended upon the skill of the tanner. Locals record that Grindleford had
Hand Sewn Boots and Shoe Makers - a very skillful task. The local mining and
quarrying industry created a high demand for leather for work boots and the
leather was exported widely.
The process of tanning was laborious and smelly. the hides would be slated
down and then soaked in water. The process required copious amounts of
water which was piped down the Magclough from the lake and sluice into a
series of ponds. The hides were then transferred to lime pits and the hair
removed and the fibres softened. The remaining hair and flesh was scraped
off ( the latter being used in glue making).
All the lime was removed in a process that used to involve large quantities of
dog poo which until replaced by chemicals provided the required enzymes.
The final process in which the skins were gradually soaked for up to six

weeks, then dried and finally the “Currying Process” took place to impregnate
the skin with cod liver oil and tallow, to leave the skin soft and flexible.

D. Lanes End Cottage

This distinctive cottage at the junction of the Hathersage Road and the
Main Road is set at an angle. Called Lanes End Cottage (sometimes
Lane Ends cottage) for what seem like obvious reasons… it was built
from 1643 onwards, during the time of the civil war which began in 1642.
So building work started while Charles I was still on the throne; rural
areas were mainly pro-Royalist so Grindleford would have been in
support of the King. Who knows how many men of the village preceded
those recorded on the war memorial by 400 years, to fight in the war?
The cottage may at some point have been the blacksmiths. It is linked to
Bell Inn Cottage opposite, which was also known as Lane Ends Cottage.
It’s probable that Lorna and Stan Baggeley changed the name to avoid
confusion.
For many years in the last century and the start of this one the cottage
was lived in by Terry Fletcher, who had some lively opinions about
footballs and so forth from the school arriving in her garden.

E. The School

now

Eyam Woodlands, now Grindleford, Primary School opened on 22
November 1876. In 1911 the census recorded 84 pupils. One of its
teachers in the early 1900s was Elizabeth Patrick, who is buried at Eyam
with her parents. The pupils ‘learned to add up, write well, spell
correctly, and recite poetry, such as “The Pobble Who Had No Toes” and
“The Wreck of the Good Ship Hesperus”’. The School Records record
such remarks as “Labour Certificate”, “Gone to Eyam”, “Left the Village”
and “Too young - sent home”! Truants were chased out of the trees they
were hiding in with the aid of a broom. Many years later this was
reflected when a much loved and longstanding teacher retired, and two
dads in attendance sheepishly put their hands up when she retailed a
story of misdemeanour when they were at the school.
In 1923, some children on the other side of the river to the school were
stranded after the river burst its banks, Fortunately a local woodcutter
with a large carthorse called ‘Titch’ came to the rescue and ferried the
children across the bridge on the horse's back.
In the early 2000s parents collected to knock out the high ceiling and put
in the second floor. Later, the two half-Terapins, one 30 years old and
one 45, were replaced by the building you see there today.

Some of the many generations of children who have been through the school

F. Sir William Hotel
The Sir William used to be known the Commerical, hence Commercial
Road running down below it. Originally three cottages, the lefthandmost
from the road housed mum, dad, children and an aunt all in two rooms.
When the Red Lion on the Main Road closed, the license transferred to
the Commercial, which became the Sir William.
The building was extended and looks very different from the front to the
back.

The name of Sir William Hill is said to date back to at least 1692 and
there are several theories as to which Sir William. Sir William Saville
was at that date the Lord of the Manor of Eyam, but Sir William
Cavendish owned Stoke Hall. Sir William Bagshawe, portrayed on the
signboard, was not born until 1771, after the road had been established,
so it wasn’t him.
As far as we know, our Hill is the only one in the country to have the
prefix ‘Sir’ in its name.

G.The War Memorial

The war memorial is in the form of a Saxon Cross set on a plinth located
in what was the old centre of the village. It was unveiled on Easter Day,
27 March 1921 and re dedicated on 9 November 1947. It was built by a
man called Dane, who built other memorials locally.
The inscriptions contain the name, rank, date of death and age for each
man. The memorial is unique in that it records the actual date of the
serviceman’s death as well as the year. The number of men lost in both
wars was a terrible sacrifice for such a small village. The tragic story of
the Pennock family, who lost both father and two sons, is told in the
names.

H. The Green – the centre of the village
in times gone by

As it was then

As it is now

the Sir William carpark. The bumpy entrance to this road is rumoured to be the
foundations of the store.

I. The Pinfold

At the bottom of Sir William Hill Road and the footpath known as Stoney
Bank, is the village Pinfold. The Pinder had the powers to round up any
stray sheep and cattle and impound them in the Pinfold and their owner
had to pay a fine to the officer (known as The Pinder) to reclaim them.
When this practice died out in the early 1900s, it was used as the village
rubbish tip. Our Pinfold is quite unusual as it is rectangular; most are
round or elliptical in shape. It is probably from the early 1800s. It was
restored by the Parish Council in 2008.
Nearby is the Methodist Chapel. The Wesleyan Reform Chapel nearby,
built in 1831 and for many years the Youth Club, had a seating capacity
of 80. This larger Methodist Chapel was opened in 1905 or 1906. In
the 2000s, the lower room was used for school plays. Before that,
school children used to cross over to the chapel for their lunch.

J. Old Youth Club

Built in the early 1800s (John Wesley is said to have preached nearby in
1768), it was originally known as “Grindleford Bridge Wesleyan
Methodist Chapel.” Rose Cottage was built alongside it later.
When the new Methodist Church opened just a bit lower down Sir
William Hill, the licence to preach was transferred from the old chapel
and it was purchased for £150 by Sir Samuel Osborne for use as a
“Non-political & Un-denominational Men’s Club or Institute.” By 1928 it
was also used by the 1st Grindleford Scout Group and in 1945 the
Grindleford Sports Club, which set up the first Youth Club, also met
there. That remained the case for more than 50 years, and there are
some treasured murals inside reflecting many happy evenings.
In 2014 the Youth Club moved to the Bishop Pavilion and the Chapel
was sold to private ownership.
The building runs alongside Stoney Bank, a pathway up to Adlngton
Lane which was part of the old pack horse route from Sheffield to
Buxton, which came from Sheffield via Psalter Lane and Fox House,
over the river bridge and then up Sir William. The path was very steep
and taxing and was eventually replaced in 1795 by the lower route via
Eyam and Foolow, running along Eyam New Road. Ironically that route
had to be closed in 2003 because of a landslide, whereas the old 1 in 5
ascent over Sir William remains open. Indeed, it has even been
proposed as an alternative route for the buses to take, which would be
interesting.
K.

K. The Bargain Stone
Some of the following may be true.

Near here, on private property, is a rare survival of a waymarker, where
the direction of the letters indicate the direction of the place you want to
go to. So, if you came across it in fog, you would still know which way to
turn. Ingenious!

L. Fair Flora (private land)

It comes as a bit of a surprise to come across a Classical maiden in a
woodland clearing. This is the statue of “Fair Flora” coyly posing atop a
plinth. There are many stories and legends about her origin. Local
superstition has it that she can assist with fertility and it is not uncommon
to find her holding a bunch of freshly picked flowers as a fertility offering.
She is named after the Roman goddess of flowers and she is likely to
have originated from Chatsworth, before being given to nearby Stoke
Hall. Her arrival led to ill-fortune and haunting, for which poor Flora was
blamed and she was moved to her present location.
Legend has it that she represents a local girl who drowned whilst eloping
or another girl abducted and murdered by gypsies or a girl murdered by
her lover at the bathhouse in Home Wood nearby. There are other
stories so take your pick! Flora had her head knocked off by vandals
many years ago but her head was rescued and hidden in a shed until it
was reattached.
Please note. Flora is on private land so sadly you can’t go and see her.

M. The Old Dentist’s the New Dentist’s
Chapman’s Workshops – what links

N. The Old Red Lion Inn

In a building that was later occupied as a bank was “The Old
Red Lion” - the name is still visible on the cottage wall.

The Innkeeper and his wife in the 1880s were Joe and Ellen Outram who
eventually transferred their license to “The Commercial” (known as the
Sir William when the Red Lion closed).

THE BISHOP PAVILION
No information panel is provided for this centre and beating heart of
Grindleford, because in two weeks it will be officially opened after it was
extended and refurbished. Anything you might ever want to know will be
revealed then.
Come down to the field on Saturday 18th, not only for the Grand Official
Opening but also for Carnival 2022. Stalls galore and all the usual
attractions, including a dog show.

Definitely a day not to miss.

And now…

It’s time for tea.

We hope you have enjoyed your walk and these potted histories of our
village. All the information will be transferred to the Grindleford website
Grindleford.com and the Grindleford Parish Council website,
grindlefordparishcouncil.co.uk, where it will form the nucleus of a new
Grindleford Village Archive.

Thanks to Mike, Alan, Ray, Rob, Jill and Dave for their excellent
contributions, and to Sam for getting the maps and signs all sorted.

